Most observers of the science of religion define Islam as a monolithic religion. Some people pinpoint a cultural practice from a Muslim-majority country and generalize it as a practice of all Muslims around the world by assuming that Islam is a monolithic religion. In fact, Islam never meant the same thing to all Muslims. While the majority of Muslims agree on the core tenets of Islam, Muslims across the world differ significantly in their levels of religious commitment and openness to multiple interpretations of their faith. In addition, fluctuation on the core tenets of Islam among Muslim majority countries suggest that some Muslims make religion a part of their cultural life and practice religion as a cultural habit. There are many points that cultural and religious practices are mixed. This study helps to acknowledge the relationship between regional culture and religious culture, and background reasons of common everyday activities of Muslim people.
Introduction movies, sports, advertising, entertainment, music, social media, and games). Religion penetrates these areas that are considered secular. Popular culture in religion refers to consciously or unconsciously borrowing examples, images, languages, themes, and assumptions from popular culture as tools for religion's purposes. In other words, this category refers to the appropriation of aspects of popular culture by religious groups and institutions. One question may arise that if so much borrowing of customs and regional culture occur, how can a religion continue its uniqueness? Once a custom is accepted into a religion's system, it adapts to that system and becomes an integral part of it through time and usage (Joseph-Witham, 1998: 198) .
Popular culture as religion means that popular culture sometimes serves as religion or functions like religion for many people. Adam Possamai coined the term "hyper-real religion" to refer to a simulacrum of a religion created out of popular culture (Possamai, 2012: 19-20) .
Examples include Jediism, from the Star Wars films, and Matrixism, from the Matrix films.
Religion and popular culture in dialogue means that religion and popular culture influence each other simultaneously.
The mingling of religion and popular culture can be a result of social reality or a product of a deliberate intention.
National churches in Christianity such as the Church of England, Armenian Church, Syriac Church, and Chaldean Church are among examples how popular culture may shape religion. In Islam, differences between Sunnis and Shiites can be explained by popular culture too.
The interaction between religion and popular culture are mostly a slow process and not easy to realize their effects on each other in a short period of time. However, in some cases there would be a deliberate action to design this interaction. For instance, in the early years of the new Republic of Turkey from 1920s through 1950, the rulers of Turkey endorsed secularist nationalism and presented a top-down social engineering project. These elites had minimized or reduced the role of religion in the country by abolishing the caliph in 1924; closing dervish lodges and Islamic monasteries in 1925; leaving Arabic scripts in the Turkish alphabet for Latin in 1928; revoking the second section of the Constitution that mentioned "the official religion of Turkey is Islam" in 1928; reciting azan in Turkish instead of Arabic between 1932 Arabic between -1950  banning the veil and fez in 1934; changing the weekend vocation from Friday to Sunday in 1935;  and constitutionalizing that "Turkey is a secular state" in 1937.
Therefore, the Turkish state imposed a secular religiosity where local and national values came to prominence (Gunduz, 2010: 30-33) . Turkish azan and pray were the most extreme examples to show how this new religiosity was shaped in that times. Although the early rulers of Turkey tried to shape a secular and nationalist Turkish Islam, they mostly failed. Majority of population did not respect these changes and continued their old beliefs and practices as usual.
Majority of the Muslim countries in the MENA (Middle East and North Africa) region have gone through experiences similar to Turkey's. When they achieved independence from colonial rule, the states took over many institutions of religious learning and training to use them for their own nationalist projects (Yilmaz, 2013: 16, 34;  for Egypt see Berger, 1970: 44) .
Other Muslim countries, which are outside of the MENA region, have experienced similar problems too. In the Indonesian case, the state policy obliged all political and mass organizations to replace their religious-ideological foundations with the state ideology Pancasila ii (Saleh, 2001: 301 (Louw, 2007: 33) . In some cases such as Tajikistan, governments fabricated a pre-Islamic landscape of an official collective memory to erode Islamic elements from their national identities (Epkenhans, 2011: 81) that caused spreading of popular elements through Islam.
However, aforementioned examples do not mean that social realities have no influence on religions. The four categories between religion and popular culture suggest that religion and popular culture have a constant interactive relationship.
Among these categories, the impact of popular culture upon religion has been the least examined (Forbes, 2000: 13) . It is more difficult to see the popular culture in religion than other categories. Without comparing different cultures, researchers may fail to find the origin of some religious behaviors and may assume that these behaviors came from religious orders even though
ii (Indonesian from Sanskrit) A formulation of five principles put forward by Sukarno in 1945 as the philosophic basis for an Indonesian state and the official ideology of the state after 1958. The principles are "Belief in God," "humanitarianism," "nationalism," "democracy," and "social justice." they are reflections of culture. The analysis of popular culture can provide insights about how religions can change and are changed by the cultures that surround them (Yilmaz, 2013 The tension between popular and formal elements in a religion is not only endemic in the present time but a problem of centuries and goes back to early times. It appeared in early Islam as well as is found in other religions (Berger, 1970: 73) . For instance, seventy years ago, I. S.
Corn were complaining on this issue for Christianity. According to him, it was a practical problem that trying to bridge the gap between what the scholars know and teach about the Bible and religion and what the people believe and live by. Illustrating, when a father has died neither the mother nor the children care much for the distinctive characteristics of the various religious texts or manuscripts. What they want is some solid substance of comfort, which comes from sure confidence in the goodness of God and the hope for the afterlife (Corn, 1942: 77-78) .
Charles Lippy explains this phenomenon by the need of ordinary people for simpler, more direct, and more practical access to the divine than the trappings of formal religion offer.
Accordingly, popular religion may include both formal religious tradition and the beliefs and practices that come from other sources (Lippy, 1994: 4) .
Discussions
The sources that shape everyday Islam of Muslim people include:
1) Ancient beliefs and customs of nations; 2) Other cultures and religions that lived in the same region; 3) Gaza (holy war) Islamism; 4) Sufism; 5) Authoritarian States; and 6) Modernization (see Arslan, 2004: 133-140; Gunduz, 2010: 27-37 (Lippy, 1994: 14) .
Islam does not have an exception on this rule. For instance, when Javanese have accepted
Islam since the fourteenth century, they adapted Islam to the main configurations of the preexisting Javanese religion. Islam did not create many significant changes in the Javanese worldview in those times (Saleh, 2001: 36) . Clifford Geertz describes the Javanese variant of
Islam, abangan, with its syncretic futures (Geertz 1976) . Therefore, Indonesian Islam has distinctively reflected forms and moods of the Hindu past (Voll, 1994: 63) . Such a case did not happen to Malaysian Muslims, whom Islam became an identity referent. While Malay means to be a Muslim because of Malaysian Muslims' deep integration with Islam, Javanese does not necessarily mean to be a Muslim (Saleh, 2001: 37) . In Africa, as in Indonesia, Islam challenged syncretistic and latitudinarian religions and infiltrated into dominant groups, in a process that managed to the Islamization of the state and the society. The agency of syncretism led Islam to reconcile with older traditions in an ongoing process of reconstructing social and religious identities (Insoll, 2004: 101; Gunay, 2001: 354) . Therefore, pre-Islamic structures, customs, and beliefs survived. People adopted Islam into their own social and cultural milieus (Levtzion, 2007: VII) .
It was the same in Central Asia. Before Islam penetrated into the region, Central Asia composed different religious trends from paganism to syncretism. Manichaeism, Nestorian
Christianity, Zoroastrism, Buddhism, and shamanism lived in the region for centuries. After
Islam, the Islamic law coexisted with shamanism and other pre-Islamic religions. Especially, nomads developed Islamic practices of their own (Polonskaya and Malashenko, 1994: 33) . Some religious rituals became a combination of shamanism, Islamic beliefs, and indigenous tribal culture (Maghsudi, 2013: 112) . Specifically, the healing rituals are examples of this syncretism where a number of classic elements of Siberian and Mongolian shamanistic practices appear in the role of fire, signs, sickness, protectorate spirits, and travel in search of evil spirit. They have been observed among Kazakhs, Kyrgyz, Uzbeks, Turkmens, and Uyghurs (Dupaigne, 2013: 125).
The same ancient beliefs of Central Asia influenced people of Turkey (Ocak, 2010: 53- 111) although they migrated to Anatolia hundreds years ago. Even though shamanism is more
Islamized in Turkey than in Central Asia (Zarcone, 2013: 195) , effects of it are visible especially in Bektashi religious stories (Ocak, 1984: 70) . Alevi beliefs in Turkey are a living example of this syncretism (Oktem, 2011: 13-35 (Privratsky, 2001: 10) . On the same way, many Alevis reject the claim of syncretism and offer that their beliefs are coming from Islamic resources, not from a non-Islamic syncretism (Ocak, 2010: 16) . Patrick Garrone describes the mingling of shamanism and Islam in Central Asia as a process of assimilation in favor of the Muslim faith rather than an established syncretism (Garrone, 2013: 18) .
Since new converts of Islam wanted to embrace their new religion, they expressed Islam in the local components. For instance, Bengali Muslims used Hindu epics. Consequently, some of them depicted the prophet Muhammad as an avatar of God, assimilated Hindu ideas of yuga as periods of gestation for the divine messenger Muhammad, apotheosized Sufi leaders as guru, and depicted the prophet Muhammed as being able to bring the blessings of siddhi (fulfillment) and mukti (liberation) to his devotees (Hardy, 2002: 153) .
It is easier to realize the effects of previous beliefs on new coverts. The study of Ali Kose (1997) about converted English Muslims suggests that English converts do not have fear about the afterlife, or they have little fear when we compare them to born and raised Muslims. None of these converts mentioned that when they converted to Islam, they secured their afterlife and they would go to heaven; if they did not convert, they would go to hell; or their family members who are not converted would go to hell. Even though interpretations that non-Muslims go to hell are very common among Muslims, we do not see this interpretation among converted Muslims (Kose, 1997: 105-106) . These examples show us that interpretation of religion highly depends on cultural background.
2) Other cultures and religions that lived in the same region:
Residue of ancient cultures that dwelt in the same area is among important reasons forming popular religiosity. Raymond Williams' terms "residual and emergent cultures" are useful to explain this situation (Williams, 1980: 40-42 Another example of how religiosity depends on cultural background is that respecting for bread in Turkey. When people see a piece of bread on ground, they usually take it and put it in a corner of a building or a higher place; however, they do not show the same respect to other foods. Ali Kose explains this situation by "collective subconscious." Even though bread does not have any superiority to other foods in a religious sense, it takes superiority because Turkish society has lived through famine many times and bread is a primary food staple (1997: 1). As
Geertz puts it, societies, like lives, contain their own interpretations (1987).
In Visiting tombs of martyrs, veterans, saints, and dervishes do not only stay on touristic level in plenty of cases. Some people visit them for healing, success, wealth, fame, and power.
These visitors pray in these places, tie cloths and rags to tombs, rub wallets, car and house keys to walls of tombs for their wishes. Therefore they form a popular religiosity, which gradually replaces official religion.
Although it is expressed numerous times by the departments of religious affairs in
Muslim countries, by the media, and by imams in sermons, as well as written at the entrance of tombs, that many of these kinds of behaviors are superstitions, numerous people continue these deeds.
For instance at the entrance of tombs and shrines in Turkey, is what families teach their children" (Mardin, 1992: 64) . This statement shows us that religious doctrine and religion in daily life do not always get along with each other. We can describe this fact, differences between official and unofficial religion, as everyday religion.
4) Sufism
The mystical orders are another nodal point that facilitates shaping of popular religion. In addition, the esoteric character of studies of the Muslim scholars encouraged popular movements to produce their own men of authority (Sharot, 2001: 203) . 'He who has no sheikh has the devil for his sheikh' became a popular saying. The masses have looked to the great leaders of the faith as well as their local leaders for guidance (Voll, 1994: 21 (Weintraub, 2011: 3) .
5) Authoritarian States
The persistence of authoritarian regimes in Islamic region, the recent colonial rule, and anti-colonial struggles have influenced everyday religion. As I gave its examples before, authoritarian rulers imposed a secular religiosity where local and national values came to prominence. The production of state-sanctioned piety helped flourishing of new forms of popular religion (Pinto, 2004: 185) . Therefore, some people have perceived saint cults as part of the decadence of colonial rule and are thereby susceptible to Western conquest and cultural influence (Sharot, 2001: 203) . New reformist movements, such as Muhammadiyah and Persetuan
Islam movements in Indonesia, Jamaat Tabligh and Darul Arqam in Malaysia, and the Muslim Cultural Union in West Africa, erupted to purify Islam from local influences and practices (Saleh, 2001: 3; Voll, 1994: 347; and Soares, 2004: 215) . These movements sharpened the sense for a purer Islam, less contaminated with either animism or mysticism (Geertz, 1976 (Geertz, [1960 : 6).
Although these kinds of movements claim to bring a purer Islam, they retain their own respective interpretations of what it means to be the pristine Islam.
On the other hand, popular religion may represent a sigh of oppressed religious populations under authoritarian regimes where official religion is strictly controlled by the state (Arslan, 2006: 313; 2008: 76) . Hence, elements of popular religion can be observed during the religious revitalization movements after the 1960s. Weber, Karl Marx, and Sigmund Freud-believed that modernization-the process of industrialization, urbanization, and raising levels of education and wealth-greatly weakens the influence of religious institutions in modernizing societies and erodes the role of religion in society and in the minds of individuals (Yilmaz, 2013: 23) . Therefore, modernization theories natively include secularization of nations during modernization period. However, years have shown us modernization is not necessarily associated with secularization. Moreover, modernization has helped religious revivalism in some countries by undermining state-controlled religion with tools of education and communication.
In addition, modernization has helped forming of popular religion in some way. Most literature on popular religion focuses on effects of previous beliefs on popular religion (see Arslan, 2006: 302) . They ignore effects of contemporary developments. I can compile a bundle of present-day effects on popular religion under the name of modernization.
Urbanization, as a part of modernization, is one of these effects. At first glance, as Ernest
Gellner suggests, urbanization, political centralization, incorporation in a wider market, and labor migration impel populations from Folk Islam to High Islam (Gellner 1992: 15) . However, a closer look reveals that while urbanization removes previous folk beliefs, it forms its own popular religiosity in the same time.
The weakening of the boundaries and identities of local communities in societies does not necessarily result in the disappearance of popular religion (Sharot, 2011: 242) . Urbanization may weak the kinship structure but induces people to seek solidarity by returning to traditional religious institutions such as Sufi orders (Berger, 1970: 75) . Therefore, urbanization and its socio-economic problems foster popular religion and new religious movements (Celik, 2006: 104-106) . Alienated masses vitalize religion. As mentioned Karl Marx's famous quote, if religion functioned "the sigh of the oppressed creature, the heart of a heartless world, and the soul of soulless conditions. It is the opium of the people" (Marx, 1972: 54) ; then, the opium is indeed required for the urban people, the popular religion serves better than scholarly theology (Gellner, 1992: 12 (Alam, 2007: 254) .
Revival of the Turkish Alevi identity in the twentieth century and the Javanese syncretism from the late nineteenth century towards the late twentieth century are other examples regarding effects of urbanization and rural-to-urban migration on popular religion (Bruinessen, 2009: 147-148) . Alevi rituals were connected with the village community. When Alevi masses left their villages for urban life, they gave up religious practices. In the urban life, they either adapted practices of the Sunni majority, or more commonly became non-practicing secular
Muslims. However, during the following years they have experienced a revival in the urban environment and developed a consciousness to learn and practice their beliefs and rituals. They clustered in urban neighborhoods against discrimination and raised awareness for the Alevi identity.
In the case of the Javanese syncretism, previously I mentioned that some Islamic movements aimed to purify Islam from local influences. However, in some cases, this effort backfired. Many syncretistic mystical teachers took a negative attitude towards scriptural Islam and distanced themselves from the reformist Muslim groups or from Islam altogether.
In Central Asia, after the independence of Kazakhstan, bakhsi (shaman-Sufi) practices, which are linked to new forms of popular Islam, reappeared spontaneously (Vuillemenot 2013: 59) . Similarly, many of the people from younger generations turned back to esoteric healers because of the lack of a good healthcare system across the region after the collapse of the Soviet regime. These healers legitimized their activities through the religion (Kara, 2013: 55) .
Secular consumerism and globalization are other elements that help expanding of popular religion during modernization (Barbalet, Possamai, and Turner, 2011: 280) . When I was a teacher in a public elementary school, I witnessed that when students want a favor from their teachers, several of them bow their heads and fold their hands-like how Christians pray.
Although these students are completely Muslims, they were unaware that they imitate Christian religious behaviors where they see on Hollywood movies. Therefore new popular religious elements penetrate into Islam without realizing them under the influence of globalization.
The increasing open and accessible forms of communication by means of media, social media, and internet, play a significant role in fragmenting and contesting religious authorities.
This new situation creates a Muslim public sphere where religious, political, and social life mix in modern times (Eickelman and Anderson, 2003: 1) .
Last but not least, modernization raises level of education. At first sight, education has a negative effect on popular religion. In practice, it has also brought some problems. During the late twentieth and twenty-first centuries, education has gained a dualistic structure in Muslim majority countries by divided between religious and secular education. Madrasah education, which ran mostly by civil servants and out of state control, undertook Islamic education on the one hand, general schools undertook secular education, which administered by the state departments, on the other hand. Because of this dichotomy, madrasah lost their financial support, professional teachers, and qualified students. In the long run, these problems have affected interpretation of religion and its reflections on public.
In short, religion is not independent from its social and cultural context (Cusack, 2010: 20-21) . Therefore, we can still see effects of social and cultural codes on religion in modern times. In summary, the expressions of theoretical and practical religion are firmly dependent on each other. First the theoretical part, then the practical part (practices) occurs; however, the theoretical part follows the practical in time.
Conclusion
In this paper, I examined background reasons of common everyday activities of Muslim people as well as the relationship between regional culture and religious culture.
This study inspired by the results of the PEW Research Center's survey that was conducted in 2012 with over 38,000 Muslims around the world. The PEW's results show that large percentages of Muslims around the world share articles of faith, including there is only one God and that Muhammad is His Prophet, belief in angels, heaven, hell, and fate. While there is broad agreement on the core tenets of Islam, however, Muslims across the world surveyed differ significantly in their levels of religious commitment, openness to multiple interpretations of their faith, and everyday religiosity (PEW, 2012) . Fluctuation on the core tenets of Islam among Muslim majority countries suggests that some Muslims make religion a part of their cultural life and they practice religion as a cultural habit.
My study suggests that ancient beliefs and customs of nations, other cultures and religions that lived in the same region, gaza (holy war) Islamism, Sufism, authoritarian states, and modernization are the most important reasons forming everyday religiosity of Muslims.
Most literature on everyday religion focuses on effects of previous beliefs. Therefore, they ignore effects of contemporary developments. I compiled a bundle of present-day effects on everyday religion under the name of authoritarian states and modernization through the paper.
